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Special Effects can add an amazing theatrical feel to any event.  From 
atmospheric effects like fog and haze, to party classics like confetti and 
streamer cannons, Atmosphere Events has what you need to make that magic 
moment even more memorable.
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effect Types
Dancing on A Cloud

On way to make your first dance esspecially beatiful in photos 

and video is to use of low lying fog effect.  With Atmosphere 

Event’s cloud effect there are no worries about smoke alarms, 

this effect is a quick setup for an awe inspiring effect.

Starry Night Laser

AEG offers our starry night effect at a great cost and can 

cover an entire hall ceiling with animated stars and a 

beautiful multi-colored aroura background.  

Fog & Haze

Fog and Haze a classic effect that can add production 

value to any dancefloor.  With the use of haze beams from 

any light are more vibrent and clear, giving any light show 

a more dramatic visual effect.
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Cryo or Co2 jets are great way to draw attention from any crowd.  Whether you are entering a beautiful hall 

for your wedding introductions, or you are a band perfoming on the stage, Cryo gives the look and feel of a 

huge production centered around you.  Many of Atmosphere Event’s New Years Eve parties and concerts 

have used this effect, however, it has most recently caught the eye of brides and grooms as an attention 

grabbing alternitive to unsafe and expensive pyrotechniques for introductions.  Using LED uplights to color 

the quick dissepating fog this gives maximum bang for your buck.

Cryo 

Imagine confetti raining down on your party from 

above in themed colors or traditional multi-color 

fun.  Atmosphere Event’s has confetti blowers that 

can fill a banquet hall sized room within a matter 

of seconds and keep it raining from above for an 

entire dance or preformance(5-10 min).  Great for 

indoor and outdoor use.

Confetti Blowers

Like the confetti blowers these cannons can fill a room with confetti with a one second blast.  Unlike the 

blowers the cannons can use streamers and have more of a compact surprise effect.  With their steamline 

design, the confetti appears to come out of nowhere and cover the crowd with slow floating tissue or metalic 

confetti in your color preference. Also avalible for both effects are custom shapes from stars and butterflies to 

hearts and rose petals; ask your AEG designer for more details.

Confetti Cannons
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